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Both styles of stub down fittings are designed
for direct connection to ENT on the horizontal
by means of our unique six locking tab for
concrete encasement Kwikon connection. The
flanged base of the threaded 90º stub down
offers contractors a NPSC threaded hub
connection on the vertical – at the exit point
of the slab, allowing for the direct transition
to other raceway products.  

With our unique Kwikon x Kwikon stub down fitting, the user creates a stub down of ENT
without penetrating the form. After the concrete pour the permanently encased fitting will be
flush with the bottom of the slab deck, ready to accept the connection of ENT raceway.

Designed to offer the optimal balance of bend radius and overall height in the slab, these
fittings provide a bend radius of 2-1/2" while standing less than 3-3/8" tall. 

KWIKON ENT FORM STUBBIES

Kwikon ENT Form Stubbies

Kwikon ENT Angled Form Stubbies

Size (inches) Part Number Product Code

1/2 KSTB-10 089330
3/4 KSTB-15 089331
1 KSTB-20 089332

1-1/4 KSTB-25 089333

1/2 KASTB-10 089233
3/4 KASTB-15 089234
1 KASTB-20 089235

1-1/4 KASTB-25 089236
1-1/2 KASTB-30 089238

Kwikon ENT Multi-Link Form Stubbies

1/2 MSTB-10 089031
3/4 MSTB-15 089026
1 MSTB-20 089025

Ease and convenience were a priority in the design of
Kwikon ENT form stubbies. Contractors use
our stubbies to create conduit stub-downs
in concrete without needing to drill holes in
the plywood form. Available in the original
stubby design, the angled version and the
Multi-Link, Kwikon form stubbies also
protect the ENT from potential damage during the removal
of wood forms.

The angled stubby gives you the advantage of positioning
the ENT at a lower profile within the
slab. It’s available in all sizes of ENT up
to 1-1/2".

The Multi-Link form stubby is designed
in convenient rows of three and feature a snap-together
design which enables them to be
configured in a variety of tightly
grouped formations. It also
features a thin removable film
over the drop opening that
prevents concrete slurry from
seeping under the stubby during
the concrete pour.

Kwikon (KK90) Stub Down Fittings (Kwikon x Kwikon)

1/2 KK90-10 089055
3/4 KK90-15 089056
1 KK90-20 089057

KWIKON ENT STUB DOWN FITTINGS

Kwikon (KT90) Stub Down Fittings (Kwikon x Threaded)

Size (inches) Part Number Product Code

1/2 KT90-10 089060
3/4 KT90-15 089059
1 KT90-20 089058


